carl Hermann
Papendieck
SCHOLARSHIP

In honor and recognition of a man that I never had the privilege of getting to know personally but whose
wisdom and foresight benefitted me greatly. South Africa has many talented people. Fundamentally
talent does not correlate with ethnicity, gender, language, culture or creed. In the past too much of this
talent has gone to waste because of a lack of access to opportunity because we acted as if it did. The
Carl Hermann Papendieck scholarship aspires to serve as an affirmation of the conviction that
fundamentally talent does not correlate with ethnicity, gender, language, culture or creed.

Regulations
The scholarship is earmarked to identify and fund post graduate master studies in Industrial Psychology
at Stellenbosch University especially for individuals aspiring to embark on an academic career in
industrial psychology. Although race is not a prerequisite, the intention is to identify previously
disadvantaged (generic) black students and to identify those who show an interest in pursuing PhD
studies at Stellenbosch University (SU) especially through the Graduate School of Economic and
Management Sciences (GEM).

The scholarship will be awarded for two consecutive years at a time and will be based on academic
excellence and to which selection to the master’s programme in Industrial Psychology at SU will be key.
After each two-year award period a two year moratorium will apply. The scholarship will be first awarded
in 2019. The value of the scholarship is R50 000 per annum.
Applications will be considered from those students who meet the following requirements:
• Previously disadvantaged (only a recommendation)
• Academic excellence
• Successful selection into the MCom (Industrial Psychology) programme
• The intention to do PhD at Stellenbosch University
• The intention to enter into an academic career (not necessarily at Stellenbosch
University though).
• Southern African citizenship
• May hold other bursaries/scholarships

Applicants whose applications to the master’s programme were successful will be invited via in writing
to apply for the scholarship in the years that the scholarship is available. Selection will be concluded by
the latest end of January of the year when the award will be made.
The recipient will qualify for a scholarship for two years on condition that he/she makes suitable progress
in his/her studies.
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